Flower Songs

Have fun learning these songs about flowers. Copy and paste the URL into your browser and you are ready to start singing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTQuEZNp5Ds

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diiROdjJl-s
Flower Poems

A Little Seed

A little seed for me to sow
A little soil to make it grow
A little hole, a little pat,
A little wish, and that is that,
A little sun, a little shower.
A little while -
And then, a flower!

FLOWERS

Flowers, flowers everywhere,
In the garden, in my hair.
In the vase and at the store,
On the table, on the door.
What a lovely time of year,
Flowers blooming, bringing cheer.
Miss Rumphius wanted to do three things:

#1 Live by the sea.

Make your own under the sea snack.

**Needed Supplies:**
- Graham crackers
- Graham cracker crumbs, in a bowl
- Golf fish crackers
- White ball sprinkles
- Green and red long sprinkles, or jimmies
- Cream cheese – add blue food coloring to make the water
#2 Travel to faraway places.

Pick a faraway place that you would like to visit and draw a picture of it. Then see if you can find the place you selected on a map or globe. You may even want to try to find some cool facts about the place you have selected.
#3 Make the world a more beautiful place.

Take a moment to think about what you could do to make the world a more beautiful place. Use the following page to record your answer.
BEAUTIFUL WORLD

This is how I would like to make the world a more beautiful place.
Activity Pages

1. Miss Rumphius Word Find
2. How did Miss Rumphius make the world a better place.
3. Lupine Color sheet
4. Something to make the world beautiful color sheet.

I Can Change The World

I can change the world, with my own two hands
Make it a better place, with my own two hands
Make it a kinder place, with my own two hands
With my own -- With my own two hands

I can make peace on earth, oh with my own two hands
I can clean up the earth, with my own two hands
I can reach out to you, with my own two hands
With my own -- With my own two hands

With my own -- With my own two hands
How did Miss Rumphius make the world a more beautiful place?
Wild Lupine
you must do **something** to make the **world** more **beautiful**
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